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dependence on a national scale allowing only for differences
in rural and urban costs. The Department of Health and
Human Services is studying the extension of the prospective
payment approach to include doctors' fees and reimbursement
by private insurers.

All the services provided to a patient in hospital will be
included under the diagnosis related group payment. No
separate charges can be made. Professional review organisa-
tions will be required to monitor unnecessary readmissions
and other abuses of the diagnosis related group programme.
The cost of medical education and of capital equipment will
be a "pass through" cost for the first three years, but eventually
these costs, too, seem likely to be reimbursed under diagnosis
related groups.
The central concept in this new system is that a hospital

will be allowed to keep the difference if its costs are less than
the reimbursement calculated for the diagnosis related group-
but it will have to absorb any excess costs. The belief is that
hospitals will be forced to improve the efficiency and cost
effectiveness of their services. Radiology departments, for
example, which were previously revenue generating areas
will now become closely scrutinised cost centres. Attempts
will be made to limit the excessive use of laboratory tests, and
laboratories should become much more cost efficient. The
emphasis in laboratory testing will be on producing a diagnosis
rather than a test result. The clinical pathologist should have
a key role in developing new attitudes and approaches.
Hospitals will also seek sources of revenue outside direct
patient care. They will attempt to pool their resources with
other health care delivery systems to improve their productivity
and cost efficiency. The mix of different diagnoses in patients
will be critical, since reimbursement on diagnosis related

groups varies with discharge diagnosis. Administrators and
hospital staffs will have to work closely together to meet these
challenges. The hospitals will closely monitor the type of
patient admitted, the length of stay, and the performance of
each member of the attending staff.

Preadmission laboratory testing is likely to be used more
widely, for it is not reimbursed under diagnosis related groups,
and the patient's stay in hospital will not be prolonged by
waiting for laboratory results. Testing after discharge is also
likely to increase for the same reasons. Laboratories will be
forced to operate 24 hours a day, seven days a week to ac-
commodate shorter hospital stays.
There will be more competitive bidding for services

throughout the health care system in order to cut costs. This
may lead to a decline in the quality of care, becausc fewer
skilled workers will be hired, costly quality control activities
will be curtailed, continuing medical education will be
limited, and test development will become too costly.

Americans have become increasingly aware of the cost of
medicine in the past decade. In the next few years they are
likely to have greater flexibility in choosing methods for paying
for this care. They will continue to demand high quality but
affordable medicine.
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Hyperbaric oxygen for patients with multiple sclerosis

J MERTIN, W I McDONALD

Multiple sclerosis is still poorly understood and has no
established treatment. Disturbances in immunoregulatory
mechanisms have been thought to indicate that autoimmunity
may play an important part in the pathogenesis. Over the
past two decades attempts at devising curative treatment have
concentrated on trials of immunosuppression or immuno-
potentiation. Recently, however, claims have been made for
treatment with hyperbaric oxygen. The rationale for this
approach is, in part, the superficial similarity between the
clinical features of decompression sickness and multiple
sclerosis-but the range of symptoms which arise from
dysfunction of the central nervous system is narrow, and
similarities in clinical symptoms do not imply pathogenetic
identity.

The partial pressure of oxygen in the arterial and venous
blood may be raised substantially by breathing pure oxygen
above normal atmospheric pressure. Such hyperoxygenation
may be achieved with the help of hyperbaric oxygen pressure
chambers, of which there are two types. In monoplace
chambers a single patient can be bathed in pure oxygen but
is removed from the direct attention of medical personnel,
which might have serious implications if the patient developed
complications, such as a convulsion. Another disadvantage is
that some patients develop severe claustrophobia.' Several
patients may be treated in walk in multiplace chambers, and
they may be accompanied by trained attendants. In such
chambers oxygen is delivered with the help of facemasks-
but these often leak in the sealing area around the face and
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thus allow the ambient air used to compress the chamber to
enter. The concentration of oxygen administered may there-
fore vary between 60% and 100%.2 3

Hyperbaric oxygen is established as a treatment for
decompression sickness; it has also been used for patients
with carbon monoxide poisoning, osteomyelitis, and gangrene
and after a spinal cord injury, but in none of these has it
gained general acceptance.1 4

Experimental studies

Studies in animals and man have shown that the beneficial
effect of hyperbaric oxygen is limited to a relatively narrow
range of pressures.5 Pressures higher than 2-5 atm have been
found to be toxic, especially to the central nervous system and
the respiratory system. Prolonged exposure (six hours or more)
ofanimals to pressures of 2-5 atm and above causes perivascular
oedema within the brain,6 central necrosis of the spinal
cord,7 8 and respiratory failure due to acute pneumonia.9 In
the human brain glucose metabolism is found to be optimal at
2-0 atm but is significantly impaired at 2-5 atm.10
At the end of hyperbaric treatment sessions decompression

has to be carried out slowly to prevent damage to the central
nervous system by gas embolism. Side effects of treatment
with hyperbaric oxygen at 2-0 atm are discomfort in the ears
(especially during the compression phase), transient reversal
of refractive error, and irritation of the respiratory tract."1
In susceptible people-for example, patients with organic
lesions of the central nervous system-hyperoxygenation may
precipitate epileptic seizures. In healthy subjects hyperbaric
oxygen at 3 0 atm and above has considerable adverse effects
on functions of the central nervous system and causes visual
and acoustic symptoms, vertigo, autonomic nerve dysfunction,
muscle twitching, and convulsions; mood changes may range
from depression to euphoria.12 13 These adverse effects show
great variability not only among subjects but also within
subjects from day to day, and convulsions have been observed
even after exposure to hyperbaric oxygen at only 2 0 atm.12 13

Brain damage due to multiple sclerosis may lower the
threshold for induction of seizures, and indeed epileptic
seizures have been observed in 1-5-2-40/ of patients with
multiple sclerosis.'4 Seizures may be expected, therefore, as a
possible side effect of treatment with hyperbaric oxygen of
patients with multiple sclerosis. Recently a case has come to
our attention where a patient with multiple sclerosis, without
a clear history of epilepsy, had a seizure while receiving
treatment with hyperbaric oxygen (C H Hawkes, personal
communication). In the electroencephalogram obtained after
the event abnormalities were found within the left temporal
region indicative of an epileptogenic focus. Hence it would
appear imperative that an electroencephalogram should be
recorded before treatment with hyperbaric oxygen. Moreover,
the potential dangers of administration of hyperbaric oxygen
at higher pressures, of fast decompression rates, and the side
effects which may occur during treatment with pressures
below 2-5 atm all point to the need for treatment with
hyperbaric oxygen to be carried out by specially trained
medical and nursing staff.

Hyperbaric oxygen in multiple sclerosis

The idea that a vascular component may be important in

multiple sclerosis was advanced by Putnam several decades
ago; he suggested that microthrombi in the capillaries of the
central nervous system might initiate the destructive process
leading to primary demyelination." Pathological studies found
no evidence to support this view, however, and vascular
factors played little part in recent theories of the pathogenesis
of multiple sclerosis-until Jarnes suggested that the lesions
might represent areas of transient venous occlusion due to fat
embolism.16 He speculated that this would cause focal
hypoxia and damage the myelin sustaining cells, the oligo-
dendrocytes. Hyperoxygenation would, he argued, be a
logical treatment.

There is no pathological support for the fat embolism
theory. Scheinker described two cases of cerebral fat embolism
with two types of lesion-focal necrosis and what he referred
to as "'plaques."17 These were characterised by the occlusion
of blood vessels by fat and nearby destruction of myelin with
axonal changes which he interpreted as being evidence of
axonal survival. His illustrations, however, show the character-
istic features of the early stages of Wallerian degeneration in
the central nervous system in keeping with the time of death
of his two patients (five days and two days after major trauma).
A further difference from the lesion of multiple sclerosis was
that there was only occasionally a "slight perivascular
accumulation of round cells ... in the tissue surrounding the
patches." In the early lesion of multiple sclerosis perivascular
cuffing with round cell infiltration is constant.'8 Other
discrepancies between the pathological features of fat embolism
and multiple sclerosis have been pointed out by Colover'9
and Oppenheimer.20 One common source of confusion in
interpreting pathological reports is the loose use of the term
"demyelination" to refer to regions of pallor in myelin
stained sections without comment on the state of the axons.21
Furthermore, primary demyelination is not confined to
multiple sclerosis but may be a consequence of compres-
sion,22 intoxication,23 25 radiation,26 and immunological re-
actions.27
There is, however, experimental evidence to support the

assumption that treatment with hyperbaric oxygen may be
beneficial through its effects on the function of the immune
system. Hyperbaric oxygen suppresses various cell mediated
immune responses in mice,28 rats, and guinea pigs 9-though
the mechanism is not clear. The treatment is known to affect
the activity of macrophages or lymphocytes or both,28 but
whether this is due to a direct effect on such cells or an indirect
effect through an increased endogenous production ofimmuno-
logically active steroids29 has still to be established. Both
mechanisms are plausible, since both immunosuppression
and treatment with steroids cause transient amelioration of
multiple sclerosis.30

Animal experiments

Experimental allergic encephalomyelitis is an autoimmune
disease of the central nervous system which may be produced
in susceptible strains of mammals by a single injection of
brain material in conjunction with an immunological adjuvant.3'
Usually 10-16 days after the injection the animals develop
typical lesions within the central nervous system which show
some similarity to those seen in multiple sclerosis. Experimental
allergic encephalomyelitis is considered to be a tentative model
for some aspects of multiple sclerosis, and new approaches
to the treatment of multiple sclerosis often result from initial
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therapeutic studies on animals with experimental allergic
encephalomyelitis.
The results of the first study of treatment with hyperbaric

oxygen in guinea pigs with experimental allergic encephalo-
myelitis were inconclusive owing to flaws in its design.32
In a later, better designed and controlled study Warren and
coworkers found complete suppression of experimental allergic
encephalomyelitis in guinea pigs treated for 34 days.9
Treatment with hyperbaric oxygen was given daily, with
99% oxygen at 2-0 atm for six hours and was effective when
started one to six days after sensitisation. Animals in the
control groups were treated with normobaric oxygen or
compressed air at 2-0 atm. The suppression of the disease in
the animals treated with hyperbaric oxygen was only transient:
seven to 10 days after discontinuation of the treatment typical
clinical signs of experimental allergic encephalomyelitis
appeared, and the lesions in the central nervous systems of
these animals were indistinguishable from those detected in
the controls. When treatment with hyperbaric oxygen was
started after the appearance of the first signs of disease-that
is, on day 10 after sensitisation-the median survival time
was prolonged beyond that of control animals, but the treat-
ment did not suppress the overall progression of the disease.
In rats treatment with hyperbaric oxygen was less effective,
the development of experimental allergic encephalomyelitis
being observed during the treatment period. The mortality,
however, was lower than in the control rats.
Oxygen poisoning was observed in guinea pigs but not in

rats treated with hyperbaric oxygen.9 It did not occur with
intermittent treatment with hyperbaric oxygen (given every
other day), but this regimen did not completely suppress the
disease-though it still produced a substantial amelioration of
experimental allergic encephalomyelitis.

Clinical trials in multiple sclerosis

The clinical course of multiple sclerosis is erratic and
unpredictable. Some of the symptoms are subjective, and
often the correlation is poor-especially in the earlier stages
of the disease-between the clinical activity of multiple
sclerosis and the extent and localisation of the characteristic
lesions within the central nervous system. Methods are just
beginning to be developed for direct monitoring of the disease
process by detecting the extent and spread of lesions, and
progression of the disease is still judged primarily with the
help of clinical diagnostic methods and established scoring
systems for function and disability.33 These factors, together
with the unpredictability of the clinical course of multiple
sclerosis, are grounds for great caution in interpreting results
of uncontrolled therapeutic trials, in which the rate of relapses
and disease progression during or after the treatment under
investigation is compared with that before the treatment.33
Reliable, objective results can be obtained only when trials
are carried out under strictly controlled conditions.33

All but one of the trials of treatment with hyperbaric
oxygen in multiple sclerosis have been carried out in an
uncontrolled fashion,34-37 and, in some instances, by therapists
not trained in neurology. They can at best be regarded as
preliminary trials, establishing the dosage of hyperbaric
oxygen and studying the possible toxicity of the treatment.
Claims by the authors of these trials for a beneficial effect of
treatment with hyperbaric oxygen in multiple sclerosis have
to be regarded as unsubstantiated.
Only one small, randomised, placebo controlled trial of
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hyperbaric oxygen, including 40 patients with clinically
definite multiple sclerosis, has been reported so far.1' The
treatment was carried out in a multiplace hyperbaric oxygen
chamber, with pure oxygen administered using facemasks.
The pressure was 2-0 atm, and the daily treatment sessions
lasted for 90 minutes; a total of 20 exposures were given over
four weeks. The patients in the placebo treated group received
a mixture of 10% oxygen and 90°/% nitrogen, also at a pressure
of 2-0 atm.
Mild improvement of a transient nature was seen: improve-

ment in functions of the central nervous system such as
mobility, coordination, and bladder control and reduction in
fatigability resulted in some of the patients treated with
hyperbaric oxygen, in changes of two or more points on the
Kurtzke disability status scale.38 Overall, mild or definite
improvement was seen in 12 of 17 patients treated with
hyperbaric oxygen, but in only one of 20 patients treated
with placebo (who as a group showed further progression
over the trial period). Three of the treated patients were
excluded from the statistical analysis because of "non-
compliance" (two patients) or "logistic difficulties" (one).
In seven of the responding patients treated with hyperbaric
oxygen improvement was only shortlasting, averaging six
weeks. In the remaining five patients it was maintained
throughout the one year observation period. As a consequence
the difference between the two groups at the time of com-
pletion of the treatments remained significant at one year.
The response to treatment with hyperbaric oxygen was
favourable and longer lasting in patients with relatively mild
clinical disease-an observation reminiscent of findings in
other trials, for example, of immunosuppressive treat-
ment.30
The few patients in this trial and the relatively short

treatment and follow up periods mean that these results have
to be viewed with caution. This opinion is shared by the
investigators who carried out this trial, who state that,
"although our results indicate that further consideration
should be given to hyperbaric oxygen as a treatment for
multiple sclerosis, this therapeutic regimen cannot yet be
generally recommended for these patients. More specific
information is needed, especially in regard to hyperbaric
oxygen treatment for acute exacerbations and early active
cases of multiple sclerosis and the use of hyperbaric oxygen
as an intermittent treatment in patients who have responded
to the initial treatment course. A long term follow up study
is also necessary to determine whether hyperbaric oxygen can
moderate the progression of the disease."'

Conclusions

The assumption that multiple sclerosis is caused by venous
infarction in the central nervous system, brought about by
formation of microthrombi or fat embolism, is speculative
and not supported by pathological evidence. Based on a wide
variety of clinical and experimental observations current
concepts of multiple sclerosis implicate an immune disorder
as an important factor in its aetiology or pathogenesis or both.
Experimental evidence indicates that treatment with hyperbaric
oxygen may cause immunosuppression.

In an experimental autoimmune disease of the central
nervous system (experimental allergic encephalomyelitis),
which shares some clinical and pathological features with
multiple sclerosis, treatment with hyperbaric oxygen has
been shown to be beneficial if given during the initial
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immunisation phase. The effect on established disease was
negligible. On theoretical grounds, therefore, treatment with
hyperbaric oxygen may not necessarily be expected to be
effective in the established immune disorder in multiple
sclerosis. Evidence indicating a beneficial effect of hyperbaric
oxygen in treating patients with clinically definite multiple
sclerosis rests on only one small controlled trial published so
far. Further strictly controlled trials to substantiate this claim
are clearly needed. The possibilities of serious side effects
and of a lower threshold for oxygen toxicity in patients with

brain damage as a result of multiple sclerosis should deter
clinicians from recommending their patients for uncontrolled
trials or for treatment by non-medically qualified personnel.
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